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The highest philosophical truth seems to be u Mind ?? conscious
of Itself—Mind knowing Mind in its completeness—Atmm seeing
Atman, the veil of Nescience being now completely remover!.1
The way in which, the Advaitin seeks to arrive at this truth in by
what is termed adhydropdpavdda2—an assumption of the negative
of Being to explain the Becomings. This negative o£ the ^t^nan is
Andtman. It is this to which the world with, its relations of exter-
nality is due. When this has fulfilled its purpose ol effecting the
complete self-realisation of the Mman, there is no longer airy occasion £ or
the recognition of the Andtman as a differentiated entity in. its negative
aspect. The assumption of andtman, as the logical opposite of Atma^
is necessary only for explaining the universe and its object and aim.
When that is accomplished, the true nature of the an&tman becomes
revealed. As avidydy it was assumed to be in the Atman and inseparable
from it4; with the dawn of knowledge it is itself resolved into Thought
and must disappear as a differentiated opposite.5 With light must
disappear darkness.
It is interesting in this connection to quote here a passage from
Hegel himself:—" The good, the absolute good, eternally accom-
plishes itself in the world, with the result that it is already accomplish-
ed in and for itself, and does not require to wait for us. That it does
so wait is the illusion in which we live and which is the sole active prin-
ciple upon which interest in this world rests. The idea in ifs process
causes this illusion to itself\ and its whole action consists in cancelling
this illusion. Only from this error does the truth spring, and herein
alone lies the reconciliation with error and fimtude ; otherness or error
1 See Aristotle quoted in Haldane's  The process   of yolf-roalization is
(Pathway,' II, 122.                     called in  AdwaUa bho adhydropdpa"
a See Dvivedi's t Jntrod.' £ Milnd.  v^(la (^le   negation of  something
Up.,' p. XVII, where this process  assumed for the time as opposed to
is  explained as followa:—"!!!  its  the real tiling). The world of ©xperi-
attemptg   at  Self   realization, it  encc doe^ not really exist, but Atman
[Atman} makes itsolf the cause (so to  t^dit(Aropa), as all Andtman, for its
speak) of  experience of everything  own P^P0^ of self-realization, which,
which   appears   as andtman (non-  whon ^lly acoompliqhed (Apavdda)
dtman). Hegel points out that pure  shows everything as inseparably ono.^
being is both thing and no-thing, the     s g^ supra pp. 41 and 42.
positive implies  the negative. The     . cy          -^
idea of mind implies that of no-mmd,      soe ^^ ^ 18'
Atman  implies andtman, and self-     '! See, as to the process of transform
realization ensues only from experience,  ation, tho doctrine of Prap^kAra, quoted
based upon this assumed opposition,  supra p. 00.

